
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

  

 

DOMA, LOCAL OF TEXAS, ACQUIRED BY CAPITAL TITLE OF TEXAS, LLC - A 

SHADDOCK TITLE COMPANY 

Plano, Texas – July 6th, 2023 - Capital Title of Texas, LLC, a member of The Shaddock Title Companies, the 

Largest Independent Title Company in the United States, is pleased to announce the successful 

acquisition of DOMA's (NYSE-DOMA) Texas operations, effective July 17th, 2023. This strategic move 

reinforces Capital Title’s dominant and expanding presence in the State of Texas. 

The acquisition of DOMA's Texas operations marks an exciting milestone for Capital Title.  As a leading 

provider of title and escrow services in Texas, DOMA has built a solid reputation for delivering 

exceptional customer service and expertise in the industry. By joining forces with Capital Title, DOMA's 

valued customers will benefit from an expanded suite of services and a broader network of resources. 

Capital Title, a trusted name in the title industry, brings decades of experience and a track record of 

excellence to the table. The company's commitment to innovation, customer satisfaction, and 

operational efficiency aligns perfectly with DOMA's core values. Together, the combined entity will be 

better equipped to serve the evolving needs of the Texas market and provide an unparalleled level of 

service to its customers. 

"We are thrilled to welcome the talented team from DOMA to the Capital Title Family," said Bill 

Shaddock, CEO of The Shaddock Title Companies. "Their expertise and deep understanding of the Texas 

market will be invaluable as we continue to expand our operations and deliver exceptional title and 

escrow services to our customers. This acquisition strengthens our position as a leading title company in 

Texas." 

DOMA's clients can expect a seamless transition as the integration process takes place. The Capital Title 

Team is dedicated to ensuring a smooth transfer of services and maintaining the high standards of 

quality and professionalism for which both companies are known. 

 



For further information about Capital Title and the acquisition of DOMA's Texas operations, please 

contact: 

Bill Shaddock 

Chief Executive Officer 

214-232-9252 

bshaddock@ctot.com 

Tracy McMahon 

Chief Operations Officer 

972-682-2730 

tmcmahon@ctot.com 

 

About The Shaddock Title Companies: 

The Shaddock Title Companies are a leading national provider of title, escrow, and title insurance 

services. With a commitment to excellence, innovation, and customer satisfaction, The Shaddock Title 

Companies have built a strong reputation in the industry. Members of The Shaddock Title Companies 

include Capital Title of Texas, Landmark Title - Arizona, Landmark Title - Nevada, US Title - Utah, 

Southwest Title – Arkansas, Homestead Title – Colorado, Santa Fe Title – New Mexico and Continental 

Title - Missouri and Kansas.   

 

About The Shaddock Companies: 

The Shaddock Company is a prominent national real estate organization with a long-standing history of 

success and innovation. The Shaddock Company includes a portfolio of real estate related and business 

service companies spanning various sectors, including title insurance, title agencies, homebuilding, real 

estate development and mortgage lending.  


